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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at
least one question from each Unit. All
questions carry equal marks. Candidate may
use only non-programmable scientific
calculator. Assume suitable any missing
data, if any.
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6. A pipe having a length of 6 km and diameter

0.70 m connects two reservoirs A and B, the

difference between their water level is 30 m.

Halfway along the pipe line, there is a branch

through which water can be supplied to a

third reservoir C. Taking f = 0.024, determine

the rate of flow of reservoir B when (a) no

water is discharged to reservoir C and (b) the

quantity of water discharged to reservoir C is

0.15 m3/s. Neglect minor losses. 15

Unit IV

7. Determine the displacement thickness and

momentum thickness in term of the nominal

boundary layer thickness () in respect of the

following velocity profiles in the boundary

layer on a flat plate : 15
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Unit I

1. A thin flat plate of very large area is placed in

a gap of height h with oils of viscosities µ1

and µ2 on the two sides of the plate. The plate

is pulled by a constant velocity V. Calculate

the position of the plate so that (a) the shear

force on the two sides of the plate is equal (b)

the force required to drag the plate is minimum.

Assume viscous flow and neglect all end

effects. 15

2. (a) A driver is working at a depth of 20 m

below the surface of sea water (specific

weight 10 kN/m3). Calculate the pressure

intensity at this depth. What would be

the absolute pressure if the barometer

reads 760 mm of mercury column at the

sea level ? 5

(b) An isoscales triangular plate of base 4 m

and altitude 6 m is immersed vertically

in water. Its axis of symmetry is parallel

to and at a depth of 6 m from the free

water surface. Calculate the magnitude

and location of the total pressure. 10

Unit II

3. Classify and describe each type of fluid flow

briefly. 15

4. State and explain a few engineering application

of the momentum equation. A 30 cm diameter

horizontal pipe terminates in a nozzle with

exit diameter of 7.5 cm. If the water flows

through the pipe at a rate of 0.15 m3/s, what

force will be exerted by the fluid on the

nozzle ? 15

Unit III

5. A container full of oil has a horizontal parallel

crack in its wall which is 500 mm wide and

50 mm thick in the direction of flow. The

pressure difference between two faces of the

crack is 10 kPa and the crack forms a gap of

0.4 mm between the parallel surfaces. Calculate

(a) volume of oil leakage per hour through the

crack, (b) maximum leakage velocity and (c)

shear stress and velocity gradient at the

boundary. Assume specific gravity and viscosity

of the oil at 0.85 and 1.8 poise respectively.
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where u is the velocity at a height y above the

surface and U0 is the free steam velocity.

8. What are the coefficients of drag and lift ?

Show that these are dependent on Reynolds

number and characteristic area of a body

immersed in a fluid. Experiments were

conducted in a wind tunnel with wind speed

of 50 km/hr on a flat plate 2 m long and 1 m

wide. The mass density of the air is 1.15 kg/

m3 and the plate is kept at such an angle that

the coefficient of the lift and drag are 0.75

and 0.15 respectively. Determine lift force, drag

force, resultant force and the power exerted by

the air stream on the plate.
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where u is the velocity at a height y above the

surface and U0 is the free steam velocity.

8. What are the coefficients of drag and lift ?

Show that these are dependent on Reynolds

number and characteristic area of a body

immersed in a fluid. Experiments were

conducted in a wind tunnel with wind speed

of 50 km/hr on a flat plate 2 m long and 1 m

wide. The mass density of the air is 1.15 kg/

m3 and the plate is kept at such an angle that

the coefficient of the lift and drag are 0.75

and 0.15 respectively. Determine lift force, drag

force, resultant force and the power exerted by

the air stream on the plate.
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